Minutes of the Kenya ASAL Advocacy Group held on the 10th
November 2015 at the DLCI offices, Hurlingham, Nairobi
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Objective of the meeting
• To review action points from last meeting in April 2015
• Hand over the KAAG to the PPG;
• Identify any policy issues that need discussing with the PPG/PLS.
Introduction
Vanessa welcomed the participants and asked people to introduce themselves. She thanked the
participants for coming and explained the formation of KAAG in 2010 to new members. She then
took members through the agenda, minutes from the previous meeting giving an update on all
action points and the PPG policy tracker. Vanessa explained that the main purpose of this
meeting was to hand over the KAAG to the Pastoralist Parliamentary Group (PPG).
Outstanding action point from last meeting: PDNK to share any updates on EAC policies around
pastoralism.

Presentations and Discussions
1. CEMIRIDE
Salome Gathoni explained that preparations for the Kenya Pastoral week were well underway
and it was planned for 6th December in Nanyuki. Many dignitaries have already confirmed
participation. The theme of the week was public participation in the new constitution.
Discussion: Vanessa expressed disappointment that there were no discussions with the PPG on
this event as the PPG are planning their Pastoralist Leadership Summit at the same time. She also
mentioned that public participation had been the theme of previous events and suggested that
if they were to use that theme they should include concrete examples of what is working e.g.
from Marsabit (CONCERN Worldwide) and West Pokot (Actionaid).
Added later: they could include an emphasis on how to promote public participation in remote
areas e.g. through civic education campaigns and the role of ASF. They should also promote the
Transition Authorities public participation guidelines and the successes of programs such as TI’s
social accountability initiatives.
Action point: CEMIRIDE to ensure that the event is more focused and dynamic than previous
years in line with the evaluation. CEMIRIDE to meet with the PPG to discuss how to link it to the
PPG event and share plans with the group for other ideas.
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2. GROOTS update on ongoing work in Marsabit and Isiolo, Jael Amati, GROOTS Kenya
Jael introduced GROOTS Kenya to the group stating that is a national movement of women-led
community-based organizations and self-help groups Founded in 1995 after the 4th UN
Conference on Women in Beijing as a response to the inadequate visibility of grassroots women
in development processes and decision-making forums that affect them and their communities.
She then gave a run through of the 4 program areas explaining their project on Enhancing the
capacity of County Governments to Mainstream Climate Change into County Development and
Planning funded by USAID/Ahadi whose objectives are to build a knowledge base for
environmental policy-making and action built in Isiolo, Marsabit, Vihiga and Murang’a and
mainstream Climate Change into county development plans and programs in Marsabit and
Isiolo.
Jael explained that they have been reviewing the county level framework with their main focus
being on CIDPs in order to evaluate the level upon which climate change has been made known
to the counties. She said that after analysis, they are now giving feedback on where they feel
counties should improve on mainstreaming climate change.
She then highlighted their project activities such as undertaking a scoping survey of the
environmental and climate change policies at International, National and County level such as
the Kyoto Protocol, the Constitution, Vision 2030 and bills related to climate change.
Another activity is community mapping on effects and innovations and support required to
adopt and mitigate climate change impacts. They successfully finished a community mapping
exercise in 10 wards in Isiolo and 7 wards in Marsabit County through focus group discussions
and household interviews on the effects and impacts of climate change on the innovations they
have and any support needed from development partners at county level.
Jael also highlighted that they held dissemination and feedback meetings of the mapping
process in both counties and the process is ongoing. She also mentioned that the process of
training community members and county officials on how to mainstream climate change is
forthcoming. Lastly, she mentioned that GROOTS Kenya will hold county level dialogues in early
December 2015 between community members and county officials on how to mainstream their
findings from the policy analysis and community mapping in the CIDP review process.
GROOTS Kenya have successfully carried out the first three activities despite their project being
short. They have established partnership between government and the community to
mainstream climate change in county program and there is a substantial level of community
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ownership of the project since there is no resistance at the county level. The county
government need the support because the CIDPs were hurried because it was pegged on
financial assistance from the national government, leaving some gaps. They therefore need the
recommendations to strengthen the CIDPs.
GROOTS strive for women engagement. This is because in Marsabit and Isiolo, women are more
vulnerable to shocks and stresses of climate Change. Due to their Gender roles like fetching
firewood and water, taking care of children and looking after the small animals, women
especially in ASAL regions rarely migrate and have to adopt or cope with climate change.
Jael ended her presentation highlighting the findings of their surveys and intervention by
GROOTS Kenya. CIDPs in Marsabit and Isiolo recognize that women are more vulnerable,
however there are no deliberate efforts or action plans to empower them. More than 90% of
women above the age of 35 lack basic education and can only speak in their mother tongue,
they lack self-confidence for public speaking and due to patriarchal way of life do not own any
assets.
Discussion: Fred Lereapo, KMT, asked about community initiatives in Isiolo and what GROOTS is
doing to link them to CIDPs. Jael responded that most of the community members have come
up with their own by-laws. She said that these by-laws needed to be legalized and not only
remain as frameworks. The communities need restructuring such that whatever they come up
with are mainstreamed into the county plans.
Yasin, IUCN, posed a question on how GROOTS activities are different from other organizations.
Jael responded saying that they were coordinated in all they do to ensure that efforts are not
duplicated and resources are not wasted.
Hassan, ASF, appreciated the presentation and added that coordination from the county
government is a key issue. Vanessa, DLCI, encouraged GROOTS to link to other organizations
who are addressing the same issues in Isiolo including Ada, Cordaid partners and IUCN. She also
added that the Ending Drought Emergencies Initiative is promoting integration of the initiative
into CIDPs including CCA and DRR is just about to be rolled out in the counties so she should
ensure that there work is inline with the government framework on the same.
3. Sustainable dryland landscapes in Africa and the Middle East: closing the knowledge-policy
implementation gap in drylands, Yasin Mahadi, IUCN
Yasin explained Sustainable Land Management (SLM) as a low investment priority for most
dryland developing countries. He highlighted the land degradation in the drylands contributes
greatly to poverty and vulnerability due to loss of soil water, productivity and it causes conflict.
Many dryland countries have enabling policies for SLM are implemented poorly or not at all due
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to low awareness of the opportunities or solutions, limited capacity of government and local
development partners and low utilisation of existing capacities particularly community
empowerment.
Action point: Yasin to share the pastoral land document they had produced as part of the project
with the KAAG members. Done.
4. Extractives, Charles Wanguhu, KCSPOG
Charles introduced KCSPOG as a network of 16 organizations looking at oil and gas issues. He
looked at legislation (bills) and actual developments as follows:
a) Petroleum Exploration Development and Production Bill
The bill is in parliament, it has undergone the 2nd reading. He expressed that they had a few
concerns around the bill for instance the cabinet secretary discretion was too high leaving
the country in a position where one person to make decisions for the country tying down the
country in a contract of up to 20 years.
Another one was around revenue management. The mining and petroleum bill discuss
percentages going to the different levels; national government, county government and the
local community in the area that will be affected. He mentioned that the biggest challenge
was how the revenue will be spent once it comes in. They previously pushed to have a model
like the Ghana one whereby the revenue is ear marked for certain projects e.g. education,
health care or infrastructure. It is therefore critical for them that the revenue is targeted once
it comes in. Another issue was to make sure the government was stopped from borrowing
against future revenue. This is to avoid a situation like Ghana’s whereby the revenue they
were reflecting was not realized. Wanguhu explained that they have engaged with the Energy
Information and Communication committee in highlighting their concerns and are awaiting
the next draft to see whether all comments were incorporated.
b) Mining Bill
It went through parliament, passed by parliament, then the National Assembly took it to the
President, then to the senate and passed through senate recommendations. KCSPOG also
presented their recommendations regarding issues on land to change from unalienated land
to unregistered land but it is still problematic. The Senate passed the bill then it went back to
the National Assembly who looked at the memorandum from the Senate, accepted some of
the proposals and rejected some. The Mining Bill then went to a mediation committee of the
National Assembly and the Senate. The final report is being awaited from the mediation
committee which will return to the National Assembly. Wanguhu explained that the mining
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bill has good provisions around community share of revenues, access to community land,
compensation and resettlement issues.
c) Revenue Sharing Bill
This bill is in suspense due to disagreements between the National Assembly and the Senate
as to where the bill will go.
d) Community Land Bill
At the last PPG meeting held in September, Members of Parliament agreed that all those bills
should be shelved including the Omnibus Land Bill. There seems to be a disagreement
between the members of the leadership of the committee although Shadrack was asked to
provide further updates.
e) Actual Developments on the ground
For Turkana, until end of next year, nothing much will be going on until Tullow and Africa Oil
make a final investment decision. They have reduced the amount of activity and laid off a
number of people at the moment. In the meantime, there is an environmental social impact
assessment being undertaken by Tullow that Wanguhu encouraged members to feed into.
The government is also doing a strategic environmental and social assessment as part of the
World Bank project.
There is an agreement between Kenya and Uganda to build the pipeline to follow the LAPSSET
route. The government is keen as this will drive the LAPSSET project. He added that very little
was happening in Lamu as there is no funding. More activities around the corridor will be
visible after completion of the pipeline.
Wanguhu concluded by informing members of the LAPSSET Community Forum which brings
together communities along the corridor from Lamu to Turkana. A coordinator for the forum
will soon be recruited and will hopefully pave way for more activities around advocacy.
Discussion: Yasin asked what is going on in terms of harmonizing some of the bills and whether
there are any linkages being established. Wanguhu responded saying that that the situation is
not ideal given that there are many bills moving at the same time which all have an impact on
each other. He stated that ideally the community land bill should have gone first so that it guides
everything in the petroleum and mining bills. He stated that the community land bill is a key
pillar but there is a lot of contention around it and there have been many draft of the community
land bill over the years.
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Jael asked why Tullow is doing the environmental social impact assessment given that it is a
mining company. Wanguhu responded stating that Tullow hired independent consultants as is
required by law.
An inquiry was made regarding whether the oil prices will rise and whether the LAPSSET project
is overly dependent on the pipeline, and if prices go up whether that would mean Tullow would
not invest. Wanguhu stated that the project is still viable even with current price.
Action points: Vanessa asked members to update the policy tracker and send any bills that are
not already in the drop box. She also added that they were trying to identify focal people from
CSOs and the PPG to track particular bills and take appropriate action. She asked the group to
add their names on bills they are following and send any policy analysis to Lorna to save in the
dropbox. Monica added that Wanguhu’s presentation to the PPG Gender group would help as
they develop their strategy going forward.
5. Peace and Security Bills, Johnstone Kibor, SRIC
Kibor discussed the current status of peace and security-related bills and policies outlined below:
a) National Peace Policy – the bill is in the National Assembly and has yet been approved by
cabinet
b) Firearms (amendment) Bill – currently in the National Assembly. This bill seeks to propose
stringent background checks for firearms applicants including imposition of stiff penalties
for culprits
c) National Security (amendment) Bill/Terrorism, CVE – the bill is in court, contentious issues
around constitutionality of some aspects
d) National Police Reserve – the bill is pending. It seeks to integrate NPR personnel into the
mainstream of police
e) KNFP’s NAP – remains largely unimplemented. However, Secretariat has been quite
vibrant and commissioned a joint survey in conjunction with Geneva-based SAS in 2011.
He then highlighted the antecedent/proximate Bills and Policies as follows:
a) TJRC report – implementation put in abeyance, has a direct and strong correlation with
the successful implementation of NCIC constitutional mandate
b) Land Bill - in National Assembly/Senate. It is emotive and controversial, potentially
divisive especially on the minimum/maximum land-holding threshold
c) Mining/Natural Resources Bills – pending. There’s growing interest in these instruments
by communities, and must be calibrated in such a manner that they obviate feelings and
perceptions of them being disinherited of their godsend windfall.
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Kibor shared his observations and way forward stating that there is a need to precede legislation
enactment and policy-making processes with candid and inclusive consultations as an effective
strategy for winning and retaining communities’ trust, buy-in and eventual ownership. He
highlighted an approach that would help enhance coordination of all actors across sectors with
a view to reducing inherent/potential duplication, contradiction and needless wastage of
resources. Kibor concluded with the need to take specific steps to ensure that the PPG Secretariat
and related structures are well resourced (staffing, fund, logistics) to effectively deliver on its
mission and strategic objectives.
Action point: Vanessa stated that there is need for a bigger forum with more peace and security
expertise to provide more concrete analysis of the bill and push them forward with the PPG.
Jarso to look at this as part of the upcoming PPG meetings.
Progress of ASAL Stakeholders Forum, Hassan Hulufo, ASF
Hassan introduced ASF as a creation of the ASAL policy. He took members through its institutional
framework and the ASF structure. He highlighted the objectives as networking and coordination,
advocacy and resource mobilisation for ASALs, joint action and accountability. Closer networking
will improve the quality of ASAL development policy and practice, strengthen coordination of
stakeholder activities in the interests of efficiency, effectiveness and impact. Advocacy for the
interests of ASAL communities to those with power, influence and resources, including
governments, media, investors, and development partners. Maximising the collective voice and
influence of ASAL stakeholders by planning, implementing and evaluating joint activities.
Hassan then took members through the ASF’s achievements. The National Secretariat is
functional with an office in the Ministry of Devolution. There are quarterly National Steering
Committee whereby members evaluate the progress made over the last quarter and set
objectives of the next quarter. There are 14 county forum established so far.
Key issues for advocacy have been mapped in some counties; LAPSSET in Garissa, Isiolo Meru
etc., land in Kajiado, poor funding for livestock sector in some counties, Equalization fund
administration whereby there is lack of information and communication. There have been
challenges on which counties are funded well or mismanaged. In Baringo, there is an interest for
piloting to ensure accountability.
Discussion: Jarso added that RECONCILE has helped strengthen county forums in the ASALs that
are now more vibrant. They have now woken up and identified and generating ideas on programs
they want to work on.
Jael added that it is encouraging to hear of such forums. She asked about the Livestock Marketing
Board adding that 3 weeks ago livestock communities were asked to sell livestock to prevent
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them from dying following recent drought, the prices are however poor. The board could help in
marketing livestock for the community members. She suggested that ASAL forums at the county
level be more proactive in inviting organizations on the ground to such forums. Hassan responded
saying that he took note regarding the Livestock Marketing Board.
Yasin asked how ASF and CSG link, and what had been done in collaboration between forums in
NSF and CSF. Hassan said that there are not less than 4 forums in every county. ASF tries to
strengthen inter-sectoral coordination. CSGs interact with ASF because all CSGs are naturally ASF
members but there are activities that CSG cannot do solely and therefore make it known to the
ASF.
Kibor raised an issue on forming blocks whereby counties with the same issues can come
together. Jarso clarified that there are already blocks in place. Vanessa pointed out that the EDE
cluster formation by neighboring counties is worth ASF looking at for inter-county coordination
especially as the ASF is supposed to be a key structure for promoting the EDE.
Fred asked what measures ASF put in place to ensure pastoralists do not lose their livestock and
whether ASF is formal and how frequently they meet. Hassan responded that ASF brings together
all ASAL actors and it is upon ASF members in a particular county to inform and that ASF is formal
created by national policy with a secretariat and quarterly meetings.
Ogle asked what plans ASF had on resource utilization for El Nino if any. Hassan responded saying
had raised strong concerns on the same however, previously the county government blame the
national government for failing to allocate funds. Many counties have now reallocated through
county assemblies’ development bonds to respond to El Nino. Vanessa mentioned that if ASF is
to promote coordination it needs to be much more visible and to be known by all development
actors at national and county level.
6. Other updates
RECONCILE
Shadrack explained that there have been meetings with the PPG on the Community Land bill, and
an analysis has been done. The content of the Community Land Bill has been under scrutiny
because the 2015 one is not the same as the Community Land Bill 2014 presented by the
appointed taskforce. Ie. it was also not the same one approved by the CIC and sent to the
Attorney General. There were gaps found in the structures in section 15 and 16 as they are not
the same as those used by communities to manage and administer their land. Another gap was
in section 7 whereby the ministry want to separate the registration of people from the
registration of land; the discourse was that communities want their registration to be pegged on
the land which the ministry interfered with.
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The proposal to have communities register under the society’s act was rejected as it is a laborious
process and it only allows a few people to be registered to own that land on behalf of the
community.
CELEP
2 European Members of Parliament visited Karamoja facilated by COPASCO. There will be a
meeting on 24th and 25th November 2015 in the Netherlands to discuss status of emerging issues.
PPG
There was not time for Jarso to present on the PPG however, his prepared presentation
highlighted the PPG change and transition from July 2015 to include the counties under the PLS,
PPG individual contributions to fund the cost of the secretariat as the PPG core funding from
DfiD ended in October 2015.
On the Equalization Fund, the PPG successfully made a constitutional amendment and hired a
lawyer who prepared a case file for the High Court. He also added that PPG needed support on
research, policy analysis, organizing national meetings, county and community level
consultations (advocacy). He concluded by encouraging members to participate in a national
LAPSSET debate.
Action point: Jarso proposed members to meet and organize participation in a national
LAPSSET debate.
PDNK
AbdiRahman mentioned that they were working on a newsletter on LAPSSET.
Action point: AbdiRahman to circulate the newsletter to the group.
KLMC
The sale yard bill that was developed by Kenya Law reforms in 2014 started in mid-July and
moved to all 14 ASAL counties and county stakeholders (farmers) and took their views on the
same. They finished their presentation plan and are now working on a technical team.
Action point: KLMC to put the sale yard bills in the dropbox. Done.
KMT
KMT and KLMC organized a livestock expo on 4th to 6th November 2015, whose main focus was
the place of livestock as a priority asset. The aim was to bring out the importance of the
livestock sector. The expo brought together people with the same interests in the sector i.e.
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traders, suppliers. It brought together 70 exhibitors out of the expected 150, over a thousand
delegates with representatives from almost all ASALs. The way forward is an annual or biannual post event evaluation meeting to discuss key issues about the counties.
Action point: KLMC to share the report of expo and send some analysis on the new livestock
bill.
AOB
AbdulHakim, FCDC, thanked DLCI for the opportunity of providing a forum for the discussions
that took place and pointed about that they will be meeting with the governors of the 7
counties they represent this month. Members were advised by Olge to visit the DLCI website as
it is vast with information.
Close
Before closing, Monica went through the action points of the day, as summarized in the table
below. It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on the first week of February 2016.
The meeting ended at 5.30 pm.

Summary of action points
Issue

Action

CEMIRIDE-PPG
linking up

CEMIRIDE to meet with the PPG to Yobo/Joseph
discuss how to link Kenya Pastoral
week to the PPG’s Pastoralist
Leadership Summit and share plans
with the group for other ideas.
Share Michael Odhiambo’s study on
Yasin
pastoral land.

Immediately

Members to update the policy tracker All
and send any bills that are not already
in the drop box. Members to add their
names on bills they are following and
send any policy analysis to Lorna to
save in the dropbox.
Wanguhu to liaise with Monica and Monica
Jarso to present extractives to the PPG

Immediately

Pastoral land
study
Policy tracker
update

Extractives
presentation to

Who

Timeline

Done

Immediately
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PPG Gender
Group

group to help develop their strategy
going forward.

La Nina Brief

Share report on the workings of La Ogle
Nina group on advocacy

Immediately

Bigger Peace and
Security forum

Jarso to look at a bigger forum with
Jarso & Vanessa
more peace and security expertise to
provide more concrete analysis of the
bill and push them forward with the
PPG this, as part of the upcoming PPG
activities.

Immediately

LAPSSET Debate

Meeting on participating in a national
debate (LAPSSET)

Jarso to look into Immediately

PDNK’s LAPSSET
newsletter

Circulate the newsletter to the
members

AbdiRahman,
PDNK

Immediately

KLMC

Share the sale yard bills in the KAAG
drop box.

Alfred

Done

KMT & KLMC
livestock expo
report

KLMC to share the report of expo and
send some analysis on the new
livestock bill.

KLMC

Immediately
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ANNEX 1: Meeting agenda

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE

1.30-2

Arrival and introductions

Vanessa

2-2.15

Action points from the last meeting and agenda and
objectives of the meeting

Vanessa

2.15-2.30

Extractives bill etc.

Charles Wanguhu,
KCSPOG

2.30-2.45

Investing in healthy rangelands in devolved Kenya

Yasin, IUCN

2.45-3

Presentation on peace and security bills

Johnstone Kibor,
Security Research and
Information Centre,

3-3.15

Presentation on KPW

CEMERIDE

3.15-3.30

Tea

3.30-3.45
3.45-4

Update on the community land bill, MP visit to Uganda and RECONCILE
CELEP meeting
Update on PPG
Jarso Mokku, DLCI

4-4.15

Updates from ASF

4.15-4.45

Other updates on advocacy activities by partners:

Hasan Hulufo, ASF

KMT, Natural Justice, KWPN, PDNK, FCDC etc.
4.45-5

AOB, Recap of action points, suggestions for next meeting

Monica
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ANNEX 2: List of Participants

Name

Organisation

Email

Jael Amati

GROOTS Kenya

womenlivelihoods@grootskenya.org

Abdirahman Tadicha

PDNK

abdipdnk@gmail.com

Johnstone Kibor

SRIC

kibor@srickenya.org

Mirriam Mulei

KMT

mmulei@kenyamarkets.org

Fred Learapo

KMT

flearapo@kenyamarkets.org

Yasin Mahadi

IUCN

yasin.mahadi@iucn.org

Hassan Hulufo

ASF

hulufo@yahoo.com

Vanessa Tilstone

DLCI

vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com

Monica Naggaga-Kizito

DLCI

mnaggaga.dlci@gmail.com

Jarso Mokku

DLCI

jarsomokku.dlci@gmail.com

Lorna Mpaayei

DLCI

lmpaayei.dlci@gmail.com

AbdulHakim Adan

FCDC

abdul.hakim@fcdcke.org

Lotome Alfred

KLMC

lotomea@yahoo.com

Caroline Ruto

Transparency International

cruto@tikenya.org
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Maimuna A. Abdi

League of Pastoralist Women of Kenya

Maimunaabdullahi22@gmail.com

Salome Gathoni

CEMIRIDE

Salome.gathoni@gmail.com

Ogle Dubow

OXFAM (La Nina Consortium)

odubow@oxfam.org.ke

Charles Wanguhu

KCSPOG

wanguhu@kcspog.org
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